Impact of a Tethyan circumglobal passage on ocean heat transport and “equable” climates
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The presence of low-latitude circumglobal passage from the late Jurassic (~160 Ma) through the Miocene (~14 Ma) provides a possible mechanism for increased poleward ocean heat transport during periods of warm climate and may help explain low meridional temperature gradients of the past. Experiments using an ocean general circulation model (GCM) with an energy-balance atmosphere and idealized bathymetry reveal that, like the modern Drake Passage, a circumglobal Tethyan Passage might have induced high rates of wind-driven upwelling of relatively cold and deep water, but at low latitudes. With no change in radiative forcing, a low-latitude circumglobal passage increases simulated northern high-latitude temperatures by 3°–7°C, while tropical temperatures cool by up to 2°C relative to a scenario with solid meridional boundaries. Combining this mechanism of heat transport with increased radiative forcing allows substantial warming of northern high latitudes by 7°–11°C, while tropical temperatures remain within 3°C of present-day temperatures.
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1. Introduction

Historically, paleoclimate reconstructions for the Cretaceous and early Cenozoic have indicated that high-latitude temperatures were much warmer during these periods, reaching temperatures between 10°C and 20°C, but that equatorial sea-surface temperatures were similar to or even much cooler than today’s (e.g., Shackleton and Kennett, 1975; Shackleton and Boersma, 1981; Sellwood et al., 1994; Zachos et al., 1994; Huber et al., 1995; D’Hondt and Arthur, 1996; Herman and Spicer, 1997; Fassl and Bralower, 1999). Such estimates of ancient ocean temperatures rely primarily on interpretation of oxygen isotope data from foraminifera, which can be affected not only by temperature, but also by metabolic effects, the carbonate ion concentration in seawater, sea-surface δ¹⁸O, depth and season of calcification, and diagenesis (Spero and Lea, 1996; Spero et al., 1997; Norris and Wilson, 1998; Poulsen et al., 1999a; Zeebe, 2001). Although these factors could contribute to underestimates of low-latitude sea-surface temperatures, Crowley and Zachos [2000] analyzed the combined error introduced by all effects and concluded that there is no evidence that tropical temperatures have differed significantly from Holocene reconstructed sea-surface temperatures since the Cretaceous.

Very recent studies of well-preserved foraminifera hosted in nearshore clay-rich sediments have concluded that tropical temperatures were similar to or warmer than present [Norris and Wilson, 1998; Pearson et al., 2001; Norris et al., 2002]. Except for the upper bound of the Norris et al. [2002] estimate, these nearshore data indicate tropical SST’s were within 5°C of modern mean annual temperatures. Higher temperatures seem unlikely, as modern foraminiferal studies show that gametogenesis and longevity declines sharply at 32°C [Bijma et al., 1990], about 5°C above modern mean annual tropical temperatures. Thus the increase in tropical temperatures was likely only ~1/3 of the increase at high latitudes.

Reproducing the reduced meridional temperature gradients of the Cretaceous and Eocene has been a problem for paleoclimate modelers. Higher ancient CO₂ levels could explain past high-latitude warmth, but simulations performed with atmospheric models indicate that increased concentrations of CO₂ in the atmosphere tend to substantially warm tropical regions as well as high latitudes [Barron and Washington, 1982, 1985; Manabe and Bryan, 1985; Schneider et al., 1985; Barron et al., 1995; Sloan and Rea, 1995; Bush and Philander, 1997]. In atmospheric simulations with six times for modern CO₂ concentrations, high-latitude temperatures approach minimum values for Cretaceous and Eocene, while annual mean tropical SST’s are 30°C or higher [e.g., Sloan and Rea, 1995; Barron et al., 1995], at the limit of even new warmer tropical temperature estimates. Norris et al. [2002]
suggest that warmer tropical SST’s would increase tropical evaporation and latent heat transport by the atmosphere, but a coupled atmosphere/ocean simulation with $4 \times \text{CO}_2$ and SST’s $5^\circ \text{C}$ warmer than at present shows no substantial increase in poleward heat transport compared to a modern simulation [Bush and Philander, 1997].

If reconstructed profiles are accurate indicators of past temperatures, then CO$_2$-induced warming was amplified at high-latitudes through either 1) cloud dynamics and vegetation albedo effects [Kirk-Davidoff et al., 2002; Sloan et al., 1992; Dutton and Barron, 1996; Otto-Bliesner and Upchurch, 1997; DeConto et al., 2000], or 2) some mechanism that worked to transport more heat from the tropics to the poles. Since previous atmospheric simulations have failed to produce substantial increases in atmospheric poleward heat transport for Cretaceous and Early Cenozoic scenarios [Barron and Washington, 1982; Manabe and Bryan, 1985; Bush and Philander, 1997], attention has focused on increased ocean heat transport as the prime suspect for causing reduced meridional temperature gradients [e.g., Covey and Barron, 1988; Rind and Chandler, 1991; Barron et al., 1995; Schmidt and Mysak, 1996; Brady et al., 1998].

Although simulations with reduced surface temperature gradients have yielded ocean heat transport values near those of the present-day [Manabe and Bryan, 1985; Brady et al., 1998], no satisfactory physical mechanism has been proposed for substantially increasing poleward ocean heat transport in the presence of the documented low gradient in sea-surface temperature (SST). Here we propose that the existence of a low-latitude circumglobal passage in the Cretaceous and Early Cenozoic may have caused a mode of ocean circulation and high poleward heat transport unique to this time period.


Transport of heat poleward in the modern ocean occurs primarily through two mechanisms: thermohaline and wind-driven overturning. In the conventional thermohaline paradigm of ocean circulation, deep-water formation is balanced by widely distributed upwelling due to diffusion of heat downward. However, observations have not yielded evidence of significantly high vertical diffusivities to accomplish this overturning [Garrett, 1979; Ledwell et al., 1993; Toole et al., 1994]. Because heat transport is a function of the net volume of water transported and the temperature difference between imported and exported waters for a particular latitude band, maintenance of even present heat transport through conventional thermohaline overturning would require even greater rates of vertical mixing if the meridional temperature gradient were substantially lower than today’s. To reproduce early Cenozoic temperature gradients, vertical diffusion would have to have been higher by a factor of 8 [Lyle, 1997]. As greater rates of vertical mixing would require higher diffusivities than those that seem unrealistic for the modern day, it seems unlikely that increased diffuse upwelling would have been the cause of “equable” climates in the Mesozoic and early Cenozoic. Alternatively, Emanuel [2001] suggested that vertical mixing of cold water up into the mixed layer could be accomplished by tropical cyclone activity, and that a $2^\circ \text{C}$ increase in tropical temperatures could increase poleward heat transport by 30% [assuming modern deep water temperatures]. With the surface-to-deep water temperature difference halved, however, it seems unlikely that increased cyclone activity could have substantially increased poleward heat transport.

An alternate model of ocean overturning suggests that upwelling of deepwater occurs via wind-driven overturning in the Southern Ocean [Toggweiler and Samuels, 1993] rather than diffuse vertical mixing. Drake Passage, through which the Antarctic Circumpolar Current (ACC) flows, defines a narrow, longitudinally continuous zone uninterrupted by continents where no zonal pressure gradients can exist. There can therefore be no net geostrophically balanced flow across this region below the Ekman layer and above deep topography [Gill and Bryan, 1971; Toggweiler and Samuels, 1993] and equatorward Ekman flow must be primarily balanced by a deep return flow below submarine ridges. Divergence in the latitude of Drake Passage thus causes upwelling of cold deep-water, and it has been suggested that this may complete the NADW loop [Toggweiler and Samuels, 1993, 1995]. Because the amount of deep, cold water upwelled in the tropics is not affected, however, changes in the rate of this ocean circulation would have little effect on export of heat from low latitudes as required for the Mesozoic.

Wind also drives a shallow overturning cell, with upwelling due to divergence at the equator and convergence and downwelling in subtropical gyres. This provides $\sim 40 \text{ Sv}$ [Watson, 1994] of overturning; however, the heat transport this mechanism provides is limited by the latitudinal extent of the gyres, today about $30^\circ$ north and south. Geographic ranges of ancient evaporites suggest that ancient wind patterns were not significantly different than modern patterns [Gordon, 1975; Parrish et al., 1982]. Thus the influence of gyres would not have been expanded substantially poleward and changes wind-driven circulation of this type seem incapable of reducing pole-to-equator temperature gradients.

Although changes in the two modern mechanisms of ocean heat transport seem insufficient to increase poleward heat flux in and of themselves, a peculiarity of the Cretaceous and early Cenozoic may have worked to combine the effects of the two modern wind-driven mechanisms to create a mode of maximal heat transport. Paleogeographic reconstructions [e.g., Scotese et al., 1988, 1991] indicate that a low-latitude circumglobal passage existed during this time interval (Figure 1). Geologists have also inferred the existence of a Circumglobal Tethys Current (CTC) that flowed through this gap from migration patterns and sedimentological current indicators [Gordon, 1973; Berggren and Hollister, 1974; Föllmi and Delannette, 1991]. Efforts to recreate this current with general circulation models have met with mixed success, and seem to be dependent on model resolution and geography, particularly the placement of the northern margin of the Tethys ocean with respect to easterly winds [Barron and Peterson, 1989, 1990; Poulsen et al., 1998]. However, several simulations have recreated a global westward flowing current [Luyendyk et al., 1972; Bush, 1997; Poulsen et al., 1998; Bice and Martožek, 2001].
We propose that the existence of a low-latitude gap analogous to the modern-day Drake Passage would result in a merging of processes that currently occur separately at low and high-latitudes. Water upwelled at a low-latitude gap would be transported poleward like modern equatorial waters, but instead of being replaced by shallow waters from within 30° of the equator, a substantial part of the upwelled water would have to be resupplied from below ridges due to the geostrophic constraint described above for Drake Passage. This deep resupply would work to maximize heat transport in two ways. First, the temperature contrast between exported and upwelled waters would be high because waters from below ridges would be dense and likely formed in relatively cold high latitudes [Brady et al., 1998; Crowley, 1999]. Second, the magnitude of upwelling in low latitudes would be a function of wind stress and not of density differences between high and low-latitude waters, and would therefore be sustainable in the presence of low meridional temperature gradients. Because meridional Ekman transport varies as $-\tau_s/f$ (zonal windstress divided by the Coriolis factor, which decreases toward the equator), the volume of water exported from the tropics would be much greater than the ~20 Sv of NADW postulated to upwell via the same mechanism in Drake Passage today [e.g., Broecker, 1991].

3. **Model Description**

The model used is the “water planet” model of Toggweiler and Bjornsson [2000], which comprises a coarse resolution ocean model coupled to an energy balance model (EBM) of the Earth’s atmosphere. The only differences between this simulation and those of Toggweiler and Bjornsson [2000] are implementation of a two-dimensional (rather than a 1-D) EBM and movement of a Drake Passage-like gap from southern high-latitudes to a position in the northern low-latitudes as described below.

\[ C_A \cdot \frac{dT_A}{dt} = S + IR + \text{Lateral Transport} + \text{Exchange with Surface}, \]

where $C_A = \rho_A C_p H_A$ is the heat capacity of the atmospheric column, $S$ is shortwave radiation absorbed by the atmosphere, and $IR$ represents longwave radiation absorbed and emitted by the atmosphere (G. K. Vallis, personal communication, 2000). Lateral transport is assumed to follow a two-dimensional eddy diffusion law, and the atmosphere exchanges heat with the ocean surface through a sensible heat flux and radiative emission (the land surface heat capacity is assumed to be zero and the land temperatures are thus in equilibrium with radiative and sensible heat fluxes at the surface). Land and ocean albedos are fixed at a constant value in the model, thus the effects of ice are not included in this model. Latent heat fluxes are not yet implemented in the energy balance model, a point that will be addressed below in reference to model surface air temperatures and heat transport.

The ocean model used is the GFDL (Geophysical Fluid Dynamics Laboratory) MOM3 general circulation model (GCM) [Pacanowski, 1996], with 4.5 latitudinal and 3.75 longitudinal resolution and 12 vertical levels. Mixing is parameterized using a modified version of the Bryan and Lewis [1979] vertical mixing scheme wherein vertical mixing varies with depth from 0.15 cm$^2$s$^{-1}$ in the upper kilometer to 1.3 cm$^2$s$^{-1}$ in the lowest kilometer. The model includes Gent-McWilliams parameterization of eddies (as implemented in MOM by Griffies [1998]).

In addition to heat fluxes supplied by the EBM, surface forcing is provided by modern fixed annual mean windstresses [Hellerman and Rosenstein, 1983] and salt fluxes derived from the GFDL R30 coupled model [Knutson and Manabe, 1998]. These forcings were first zonally averaged and then averaged to be symmetric between northern and southern hemispheres (Figure 2). Previous atmospheric and coupled ocean-atmosphere GCM simulations indicate that Cretaceous winds were as strong or stronger than today [Barron and Washington, 1982; Bush and Philander, 1997], and that precipitation was (10% greater during this period of warm climate [Bush and Philander, 1997]. These results suggest that modern wind and salt flux estimates are reasonable forcings for the model. It should be noted that these earlier simulations exhibited elevated tropical surface air temperatures and thus sustained relatively high vertically integrated meridional temperature gradients owing to increased latent heating in low-latitudes. However, Poulsen et al. [1999b] found little change in wind stress upon doubling ocean heat transport in a GCM simulation of the Albian (mid-Cretaceous) atmosphere with four times modern pCO$_2$ despite a ~1.5°C cooling of zonally averaged sea-surface temperature [Barron et al., 1993; Poulsen et al., 1999b]. In addition, grain size data from aeolian dust in deep-sea cores indicate that late Cretaceous and early Cenozoic winds were comparable in intensity to modern winds [Rea, 1994], which suggests...
that present-day winds supply a reasonable forcing for simulations of warm climates.

[16] The topography of the model consists of two polar islands that extend 13.5° from each pole and thin barriers (7.5° wide) that represent continents to block flows (Figure 3). The only other features are a series of arbitrarily spaced ridges that project up from the seafloor (5000 m) to a depth of 2768 meters, which allow the formation of deep pressure gradients. Experiments were carried out with three simple model configurations, referred to as the barrier, low-latitude gap, and wandering gap scenarios. In the “barrier” experiment, which serves as our control, the water planet was configured as a single basin with a continuous barrier (Figure 3a). For the “low-latitude gap” simulation (Figure 3b), a section of the barrier from 5° to 25° north was removed, creating a longitudinally continuous 20° band of ocean unbounded by land. A second barrier was added for the “wandering gap” experiment (Figure 3c), and gaps were placed at 0°–11.25° in the first barrier and 11.25°–22.5° in the second barrier. In this “wander” scenario, there is no continuous ocean-only latitude band and a globe-encircling current would be forced to change latitudes.

[17] The highly idealized topography and bathymetry of the water planet are intended to minimize losses of momentum through lateral friction. The magnitudes of friction coefficients used in ocean GCM’s are determined by the need for numerical stability, with coarser resolutions requiring higher friction coefficients. As a consequence, the large friction coefficients used in coarse-resolution models (such as the value of $2.5 \times 10^9$ cm$^2$s$^{-1}$ in the water planet model) cause unrealistically high losses of momentum through lateral friction due to horizontal shear, particularly when strong flows interact with topography. Such frictional momentum losses allow interior flow to depart from geostrophic constraints and allow upwelling from the upper interior ocean above topography, reducing deep-sourced upwelling. By minimizing the interaction of currents with topography, the water planet model reduces departures from

Figure 2. Surface forcings prescribed for the ocean model. Wind stress field (a) was prescribed for all experiments while salt fluxes (b) were used only in salinity-forced runs.

Figure 3. Basin geography and bathymetry for a) barrier, b) low-latitude gap, and c) wandering gap simulations.
4. Results

[18] The coupled model was started using the same idealized initial density profile derived from modern data for all simulations. Simulations were run for 7000 years and yielded similar global average surface air temperatures of \(\sim 14.1^{\circ}C\). Runs were carried out both with a constant salinity of 34.72 psu (“temperature-only”) and with salinity fluxes shown in Figure 2 (“salinity-forced”)

4.1. Impact of Geography

4.1.1. Circulation and Temperature

4.1.1.1. Temperature-Only Experiment

[19] The barrier simulation with homogeneous salinities yields a circulation characterized by hemispherically symmetrical wind-driven gyres (Figure 4a), meridional overturning (Figure 4b), and temperature distributions (Figures 4c and 4d), a result consistent with Toggweiler and Bjornsson [2000]. Upwelling occurs near equator, but is primarily sourced from shallow, low-latitude derived waters (Figure 4b) as predicted, with <10 Sv upwelling from the deep ocean. Maximum meridional overturning in the barrier scenario is \(\sim 35\) Sv and is similar in the two hemispheres. Ocean temperatures are symmetrical in cross-section, with the thermocline positioned at \(\sim 200\) m depth and bowing upward at the equator (Figure 4c). Sea-surface temperatures near the pole are very cold (\(\sim -2^{\circ}\)) and the zonal average equatorial SST is \(\sim 26^{\circ}C\) (Figure 4d). Surface air temperatures (SAT’s) follow a similar pattern, but zonal average equatorial temperatures reach only \(22^{\circ}C\) (Figure 4d). SST’s are substantially higher, particularly in the tropics, due to the lack of latent heat exchange between the ocean and atmosphere in the energy balance model.

[20] Inserting a low-latitude gap in the barrier has a significant impact on ocean circulation and temperatures. Equatorial gyres are replaced by a very strong circumglobal current in the gap simulation, with a transport magnitude of 600 Sv (Figure 4e). Velocity in the center of the current is 38 cm s\(^{-1}\) in the open ocean, and the current reaches a maximum velocity of 69 cm s\(^{-1}\) along the southern boundary of the gap (not shown). Velocities greater than 2 cm s\(^{-1}\) extend to depths of 2500 m (not shown). As in the barrier simulation, overturning circulation occurs via northern and southern cells. However, instead of being replaced primarily by shallow water as in the barrier case, low-latitude Ekman transport north of the equator is resupplied by \(>30\) Sv of 2\(^{\circ}\) water from below 2000 m with the gap in place (Figures 4f and 4g). Overall northern overturning is increased slightly to a maximum of 45 Sv, while overturning in the south is slightly stronger relative to the barrier scenario and reaches a maximum of 50 Sv.

[21] The change from shallow to deep-water resupply of equatorial waters substantially alters the ocean’s temperature field from that of the barrier scenario (Figures 4g and 4h). Isotherms are substantially depressed in the northern hemisphere, which steepens the thermal gradient between northern warm water and cold water upwelling further south, and the deep ocean in both hemispheres is warmed substantially. High-latitude northern SST’s and SAT’s increase by \(\sim 4^{\circ}C\) while the equator cools by \(\sim 2^{\circ}C\), providing a net 6\(^{\circ}\) reduction in the meridional temperature gradient (Figure 4h). Because there is no change in variables that affect radiative forcing, however, tropical sea-surface cooling balances high-latitude surface warming and the globally averaged sea-surface temperature in the barrier and gap simulations is the same—\(\sim 18.2^{\circ}C\).

4.1.1.2. Salinity-Forced Experiment

[22] Results for a run with salinity forcing are similar to those of the temperature-only simulation in a barrier scenario. In the barrier simulation with variable salinity (see Figure 2), gyre circulations are similar to those in the temperature-only barrier case (Figure 5a). Meridional overturning is reduced to 25 Sv (versus 35 in the temperature-only run) due to freshening of high-latitude surface waters relative to the temperature-only runs (not shown).

[23] Deep-water temperatures reflect this change in overturning strength and are \(\sim 4^{\circ}\) warmer in the salinity-forced experiment due to the reduced influence of cold deepwaters (Figure 5c, see Figure 4c for comparison). In the barrier simulations polar sea-surface temperatures are cooler by 1.5 (north) and 0.8 (south) when salinity forcing is included (Figure 5d, see Figure 4d for comparison), while equatorial SST’s increase by 0.25\(^{\circ}C\) relative to the temperature-only run. Similarly, SAT’s are cooler by \(-1.5^{\circ}C\) at the northern pole and \(-0.6^{\circ}C\) at the southern pole while equatorial temperatures are \(0.2^{\circ}C\) warmer in the variable-salinity barrier case.

[24] When a gap is emplaced, changes in barotropic stream function and overturning (Figures 5e and 5f) are roughly similar to those in the temperature-only experiment. The transport of the CTC is reduced to \(\sim 400\) Sv in the salinity-forced scenario (Figure 5f), owing to smaller density differences across the current (not shown). Differences between northern and southern hemisphere meridional overturning, however, are enhanced in comparison with the temperature-only simulation. Whereas inclusion of a gap increased overturning in both hemispheres relative to a barrier scenario when no salinity forcing was implemented, salinity contrasts boost northern overturning to 60 Sv while reducing southern hemisphere overturning to \(\sim 20\) Sv (Figure 5f). Current velocities are similar to the temperature-forced scenario.

[25] As in the barrier simulation, deepwater temperatures for the low-latitude gap scenario increase by \(\sim 4^{\circ}C\) in the salinity-forced experiment (Figure 5g). However, the pattern of SST and SAT change induced by a circumglobal passage is similar for the temperature-only and variable-salinity experiments. Northern hemisphere warming in the salinity-forced experiment exceeds the temperature-only warming, reaching a maximum of \(\sim 7^{\circ}C\) versus \(3.5^{\circ}C\) (Figure 5h). Equatorial temperatures cool by \(\sim 2^{\circ}C\) relative to the salinity-forced barrier scenario while the southern hemisphere surface ocean cools by \(\sim 1^{\circ}C\).

[26] These results indicate that inclusion of salinity enhances the overall result of equatorial cooling accompanied by northern hemisphere warming at high latitudes.
Figure 4. Results for temperature-only simulations with barrier (a, b, c, d) and low-latitude gap (e, f, g, h) configurations. Shown are barotropic stream function (a, e), meridional overturning (b, f), zonally averaged temperature profiles (c, g), and zonally averaged sea-surface and surface air temperatures (d, h).
Figure 5. Results for temperature and salinity-forced simulations with barrier (a, b, c, d) and low-latitude gap (e, f, g, h) configurations. Shown are barotropic stream function (a, e), meridional overturning (b, f), zonally averaged temperature profiles (c, g), and zonally averaged sea-surface and surface air temperatures (d, h).
However, the southern hemisphere cools slightly in the salinity-forced experiment due to lower meridional overturning in the south. This weak southern overturning is dictated by the presence of a strong halocline that Toggweiler and Bjornsson [2000] suggest inhibits deepwater formation too strongly, as the water-planet model (like all z-coordinate models) represents such formation only through convection and fails to represent cooling and sinking on high-latitude continental shelves. Thus although the result with salinity forcing may seem more “realistic,” it may lead to more cooling in the southern hemisphere than warranted. Having demonstrated the sensitivity of the low-latitude gap effect to salinity, the remainder of this paper will deal with salinity-forced experiments only.

4.1.1.3. Wandering Gap Experiment

[27] Although the theoretical argument for the impact of a low-latitude gap was borne out in the low-latitude gap simulation, the circumglobal Tethyan Passage was not a straight line and the CTC would have been forced to change latitudes. To test for sensitivity to this difference, we performed a “wandering” gap experiment with two continental barriers and staggered gaps to simulate a more realistic CTC path. The two gaps are offset so that there is no circumglobally continuous latitude band on the velocity grid; the western gap extends from 0° to 11.5° north while the eastern gap extends from 11.5° to 23° north. Despite the lack of latitudinally continuous path, a circumglobal current still wends its way around the water planet in this simulation (Figure 6a). However, the frictional influence of the second barrier reduces circumglobal transport to ~120 Sv and the current extends down to only ~1500 m (not shown). Current velocities are also reduced relative to the one-gap scenario—the average open-ocean velocity is reduced to 17 cms⁻¹ (from 34 cms⁻¹) and the maximum velocity reached is only 43 cms⁻¹ (versus 64 cms⁻¹) (not shown).

[28] Examination of meridional overturning in the wandering gap scenario reveals that deepwater upwells through the thermocline despite the absence of a continuous ocean-only latitude band. However, upwelling is sourced by shallower water than in the one-gap simulation and the magnitude is significantly reduced from 35 Sv to 20 Sv (Figure 6b).

[29] Unlike the one-gap simulation, the deep ocean cools in the two-gap simulation relative to the barrier control case (Figure 6c, see Figure 5c for comparison). However, northern hemisphere SST changes in the two-gap scenario are still intermediate to that of the one-gap and barrier simulations, with high latitudes warming by ~3°C while temperatures at the equator are reduced by ~1.4°C relative to the barrier simulation (Figure 6d). The “wander” experiment also warms the southern hemisphere by 1.2°C. Deep low-latitude upwelling is reduced in the wandering gap experiment, which results in less heat export from low latitudes and warmer tropics, while meridional overturning in the southern hemisphere is increased and provides more heat to the southern high latitudes but cools the deep ocean.

Because, as in previous experiments, there is no change in

Figure 6. Results for salinity-forced simulation with a “wandering” gap configuration. Shown are barotropic stream function (a), meridional overturning (b), zonally averaged temperature profiles (c), and zonally averaged sea-surface and surface air temperatures (d).
radiative forcing, the weighted mean temperature of the surface ocean cannot depart from the original equilibrium temperature; decreased northern high latitude warming does not balance tropical cooling, so southern high latitudes warm slightly. Surface air temperature changes are nearly identical to SST changes (Figure 6d).

4.1.1.4. Summary of Temperature and Circulation Changes

[30] For ease of comparison, northern hemisphere zonal sea-surface temperature gradients for salinity-forced runs are shown in Figure 7. Relative to a simulation with solid meridional boundaries, a basin configuration with a low-latitude circumglobal gap induces significantly greater upwelling of deepwater at low-latitudes and cools tropical temperatures by ~2°C while warming high latitudes by 7°C. Results are broadly similar for runs including only temperature effects and runs incorporating both temperature and salinity, although salinity forcing enhances northern hemisphere high-latitude warming. In the salinity-forced run in which the circumglobal current is forced to change latitudes, a reduction in the meridional temperature gradient still occurs but is smaller in magnitude (~1°C tropical cooling and 3°C high-latitude warming).

4.1.2. Heat Transport

[31] Poleward heat transport can be scaled as \( T_0 \sim \nu \Delta T \), where \( \Delta T \) is the contrast between an average thermocline temperature and an average deepwater temperature and \( \nu \) is an average northward transport in the thermocline (with southward transport below) [Fanning and Weaver, 1997]. Total heat transport (Figure 8a) has an advective component provided by Ekman transport and geostrophic flow (Figure 8b) and a “diffusive” component supplied by iso-neutral diffusion and eddy transport (Figure 8c) (note that the eddy-induced transport included in the Gent-McWilliams parameterization is included in this “diffusive” term). Maximum northern hemisphere total heat transport is 88% higher in the low-latitude gap simulation than in the barrier control case, while the “wandering” gap simulation yields a maximum total heat transport that is 35% greater than that of the barrier case in the northern hemisphere (Figure 8a). The majority of the differences among the simulations are due to variations in advective heat transport for the three simulations (Figure 8b). Although Ekman heat transports are

Figure 7. Summary comparison of northern hemisphere temperature zonally averaged sea-surface temperature gradients for salinity-forced simulations.

Figure 8. Total (a), advective (b), and “diffusive” (includes Gent-McWilliams eddy transport) (c) heat transport for the salinity-forced barrier (solid line), low-latitude gap (dashed line), and wandering gap (dotted line) simulations.
essentially identical for all salinity-forced simulations described above (not shown). Total northern hemisphere meridional advection of heat is greater in the low-latitude gap and wandering gap scenarios due to colder temperatures of deep-sourced upwelling waters, which lead to larger $\Delta T$ and net heat transport. Transport by diffusion and eddy activity differs substantially among the three models only in low-latitudes of the northern hemisphere (Figure 8c). Isotherms become steeper equatorward in the low-latitude gap and wandering gap scenarios relative to the barrier simulation (see Figures 5c, 5g, and 5c), causing greater southward transport of heat at low latitudes. These “diffusive” transports have a relatively minor influence on total northward heat transport, but work to shift heat from the northern overturning cell to the strengthened southern cell.

[32] Because the influence of the gap does not extend appreciably to the southern hemisphere, heat transports for all simulations are very similar south of the equator and the northern hemisphere SST gradient is reduced substantially more than the southern gradient (Figures 5d, 5h, and 6d). However, these experiments are limited by the lack of interactive winds that would allow for movement of the intertropical convergence zone (ITCZ). Atmospheric GCM experiments with modern geography and a slab ocean performed by A. J. Broccoli (personal communication, 2001) may reveal a mechanism for transmitting heat from the northern to the southern hemisphere. Broccoli applied a positive heat flux anomaly to the extratropical slab ocean in the northern hemisphere and a negative heat flux heat to the southern hemisphere extratropical ocean and found that the ITCZ shifted toward the warmer hemisphere, increasing atmospheric heat transport to the cooler hemisphere extratropics via Hadley circulation. We suggest that the same mechanism could have worked on the Mesozoic and early Cenozoic Earth, helping transmit the effect of the Circumglobal Tethys passage to the southern hemisphere.

4.2. Impact of Radiative Forcing

4.2.1. Circulation and Temperature

[33] Although adding a gap warms high latitudes, high-latitude temperatures do not reach values seen for the Cretaceous and early Cenozoic. In order to test the effect of warmer bottom water on overturning and heat transport, simulations were run for 5000 years with the same forcings as in the salinity-forced cases, but with outgoing longwave radiation reduced by 4%. Using the relationship of Myrhe et al. [1998], this corresponds to an increase in radiative forcing supplied by an atmospheric CO$_2$ change to ~6 times that of the control case.

[34] Results for the simulations with increased radiative forcing (henceforth “IRF”) are seen in Figures 9a–9h. Surface circulation and meridional overturning for the barrier case (Figures 9a and 9b) are similar to that of the control cases (see Figures 5a and 5b). Although temperature increases are similar for all latitudes in the IRF case, maximum meridional overturning is >30 Sv, slightly greater than in the control barrier case. Deepwater temperatures are ~3°C warmer than in the control barrier case (9c) and sea surface temperatures increase evenly over all latitudes (9d).

[35] Surface circulation and overturning in the two low-latitude gap cases are roughly similar (compare Figures 9e and 9f to Figures 5e and 5f) in the IRF and control cases. However, the transport of the CTC is greater than in the control case (9e~525 versus 450 Sv), due to greater density differences across the gap (not shown). In this regard the 6 × CO$_2$ experiment is more like the temperature-only experiment—in both cases increased density differences produce a faster current which results in more frictional momentum losses and shallower upwelling than in the salinity-forced gap scenario with no increase in radiative forcing. Deepwater temperatures (Figure 9g) warm by 2.1°C on average below 2000 m relative to the low-latitude control scenario and by 4.4°C relative to the control barrier experiment. SST’s and SAT’s (Figure 9h) increase about by a maximum of 5°C in the northern hemisphere relative to the barrier scenario with increased radiative forcing and 11°C relative to the control barrier simulation.

[36] Enhanced overturning in the barrier scenario with increased radiative forcing relative to the control is due to greater expansion of seawater at higher temperatures, which produces a larger equator-to-pole sea-surface density gradient in the IRF case (Figure 10). (This effect is similar to that noted by Manabe and Bryan [1985] in a simulation of enhanced pCO$_2$.) For the low-latitude gap simulations, however, meridional overturning in the increased forcing scenario is slightly lower (50 versus 55 Sv), despite a similar increase in sea-surface density gradient. As density gradients are similar between barrier and gap scenarios in both the control case and the IRF case, the ~30 Sv greater northern meridional overturning the low-latitude gap scenarios is clearly not a function of sea-surface density. These relationships indicate that the deepwater upwelling induced in the nonradiatively forced low-latitude case is a robust feature of geography that surface wind stress and friction, rather than the surface density gradient, are the primary controls on northern hemisphere overturning in the gap simulations.

[37] Figure 11 shows a comparison of northern hemisphere results for the control and IRF simulations. When radiative forcing is increased, temperatures increase relatively evenly over all latitudes and overturning is slightly increased for the barrier scenario. In the low-latitude gap scenario, however, average tropical temperatures stay at or below 30°C while high-latitude temperatures warm by an additional 4°C for an increase of ~11°C from the control barrier scenario. Southern high-latitudes, in comparison, warm by less than 4°C relative to the original barrier case (see Figures 5 and 9). Comparison of high-latitude northern temperatures in the barrier IRF case and the control case for the low-latitude gap indicate that warming induced by the gap alone is greater than that provided by an increase in
radiative forcing equal to $6 \times \text{pCO}_2$ alone in the barrier case (see Figure 11, shaded area). Although tropical temperatures are still cool relative to the IRF barrier scenario, zonally averaged low-latitude SST’s reach up to 30.3°C at 15°N (maximum temperature is 32°C on the western side of the basin). These high temperatures are consistent with recent estimates of low-latitude and Cretaceous and early Cenozoic SST’s.

A simulation was also carried out for a “wandering gap” scenario with increased radiative forcing as in section 4.1.1.3. Results for circulation and temperature (not shown) are similar to the control case, although deepwater upwelling is reduced slightly to 20 Sv, and warming occurs in both hemispheres. Northern hemisphere temperatures increase by $\sim 3^\circ\text{C}$ relative to the barrier scenario with increased radiative forcing while the equatorial region cools by 1.2° and southern temperatures increase by 1.2°C. In comparison with the control barrier scenario, northern high latitudes warm by $\sim 7^\circ\text{C}$.

### 4.2.2. Heat Transport

Figure 12 shows total poleward heat transport in the control and radiatively forced scenarios. For the barrier case, northern hemisphere poleward heat transport is slightly greater in the radiatively forced scenario (by $\sim 0.2$ PW at latitudes greater than $20^\circ$, see Figure 8a for comparison) due to a small increase in meridional overturning and maintenance of a SST gradient similar to that of the control case. Heat transport in the control and increased radiative forcing cases for the low-latitude gap scenario are also very similar. Despite increased deepwater temperatures and a substantial flattening of the meridional temperature gradient, circulation remains similar and heat transport is only $\sim 0.2$ PW lower in the northern hemisphere and $\sim 0.2$ PW higher in the southern hemisphere relative to the control case. Northern hemisphere heat transport thus remains almost twice as great as heat transport in the control barrier case. Heat transport for the IRF wandering gap case, as for the control wandering gap, is intermediate to the barrier and low-latitude IRF transports, with a maximum transport about 45% greater than the IRF barrier scenario.

### 5. Discussion

#### 5.1. Timing of the Gap

The Tethyan circumglobal passage was established by the Late Jurassic, reached its acme in the Late Cretaceous, and then became progressively constricted until its
closure in the Miocene [Haq, 1984; Scotese et al., 1988; Winterer, 1991; Stille et al., 1996; Bill et al., 2001]. Neodymium isotopic signatures of phosphatic sediments indicate that Late Jurassic Tethyan and Central Atlantic ocean waters were similar to Pacific water in composition, indicating substantial flow of ocean water through the circumglobal passage at that time [Stille et al., 1996]. Sedimentological indicators and foraminiferal biogeographic data suggest westward flow through the passage from the Aptian to early Cenomanian times, supporting the interpretation of circumequatorial flow [Gordon, 1973; Föllmi and Delamotte, 1991]. Neodymium and carbon isotopic evidence indicate that the Circumglobal Tethyan Passage ceased to influence global ocean chemistry in the Miocene, when outflow to the Atlantic and Indian oceans ceased around 20 Ma and 14 Ma [Woodruff and Savin, 1989; Wright et al., 1992; Flower and Kennett, 1994; Stille et al., 1996] due to a combination of tectonic events and/or falling seal level [Haq, 1984; Woodruff and Savin, 1989; Winterer, 1991].

The lifespan of the circumglobal Tethyan Passage indicated by the data above coincides with an extended period of warm climates in the Mesozoic and Paleogene. Floral evidence indicates a warming in the Late Jurassic [Vakhrameev, 1991] that preceded the generally warm climates of the Cretaceous, although the movement of floral boundaries may be a result of plate motion rather than global climate change [Rees et al., 2000]. Temperatures increased through the Early Cretaceous, peaked in the Middle Cretaceous, then cooled through the end of the period and into the Cenozoic [e.g., Crowley and North, 1991]. A secondary peak of warmth occurred in the Early Eocene and was followed by a general cooling through the remainder of the late Cenozoic, punctuated by substantial cooling events in the Late Eocene, Middle Miocene, and Late Pliocene [Miller et al., 1987].

Evidence also suggests that the Tethys was indeed an area of high upwelling during the Cretaceous. Abundant organic carbon-rich sediments associated with positive carbon isotope excursions [e.g., Arthur and Sageman, 1994] and the widespread occurrence of radiolarians [e.g., DeWever and Baudin, 1996] indicate that productivity in the region of the CTC was high. This suggests that, at least in the Cretaceous, regional surface waters were enriched through upwelling of deep, nutrient-laden waters.

The temporal coincidence of circumequatorial ocean circulation, warm climates, and strong Tethyan upwelling is consistent with the results of water-planet simulations presented above. The low-latitude gap experiments would correspond to geography in the late Jurassic and early Cretaceous, when the circumglobal passage was at its widest. By analogy to our wandering gap experiment, the increasingly tortuous path of the CTC in the Cenozoic may have resulted in reduced meridional heat transport and contributed to the cooling of ocean deep waters until its demise in the Miocene.

5.2. Contrasts With Previous Studies

Given the coincidence in timing of the CTC and warm climates, together with intense interest in the role of ocean heat transport in creating warm climates, it may seem unlikely that this mechanism for increased heat transport would have gone unnoticed in previous experiments. Many studies have attempted to reproduce Cretaceous and Early Cenozoic climate and ocean circulation [Barron and Washington, 1982; Barron and Peterson, 1990; Rind and Chandler, 1991; Schmidt and Mysak, 1996; Brady et al., 1998; Poulsen et al., 1998; Bice and Marotzke, 2001], but most previous models have either used fixed or restored SST’s. A simulation performed by Bush and Philander [1997] used a coupled atmosphere-ocean model that yielded a westward-flowing Circumglobal Tethys Current but had equatorial temperatures ~5°C higher than today and showed no increase in poleward ocean heat transport. This simulation, however, was only run for 32 years and did not allow sufficient time for equilibration of deep ocean temperatures and large-scale ocean overturning. A coupled model with an EBM atmosphere, in contrast to previous models, both allows runs on long timescales and allows changes in surface air temperature in response to changes in ocean heat transport.

A second factor unique to our experiment is simplified geography, which reduces frictional momentum losses in the model that can allow momentum leakage at shallow depths and damp deep upwelling [Toggweiler and Samuels, 1995]. Although the coarse resolution of the water planet model requires a relatively large horizontal friction coefficient, the limited topography of the water planet model reduces the interaction of flows with topography, thereby reducing nongeostrophic effects in the ocean’s interior. Thus although the continents of the water planet may seem unrealistic and the low-latitude gap is wider than paleoreconstructions indicate, the configuration allows for testing of mechanisms that would be masked in more “frictional” models with realistic geography and resolutions useful for long-term simulations. Because unrealistic frictional losses cannot be completely eliminated in the water planet model, however, results presented above represent lower limits to deepwater upwelling in both gap scenarios.

5.3. Reconciling Results and Records

When atmospheric carbon dioxide and changes in geography are the only factors varied to reproduce high-latitude paleotemperatures, previous simulations of Cretaceous and late Paleocene climate have yielded tropical temperatures that are about 2°–5°C warmer than at present in tropical regions [Barron et al., 1993, 1995; Sloan and Rea, 1995] while only matching minimum estimates of high-latitude temperatures. Experiments with the water planet model suggest that high-latitude warming provided by the gap-induced ocean heat transport would complement warming by elevated CO2, reducing the magnitude of CO2 increase (and accompanying tropical heating) needed to simulate past warm climates. In addition, the type of circulation driven by a low-latitude gap might cool the tropics by up to 2°C, significantly reducing tropical temperature increases that have accompanied increases in radiative forcing in previous experiments.

When gap-induced heat transport is combined with increased radiative forcing in these experiments, zonal mean
temperature reaches 12°C at 60°N while remaining at or below 30°C in the tropics. This result is unique in that the reduction of the meridional temperature gradient is achieved in an internally consistent coupled model with no specification of SST’s or prescribed ocean heat transport. It should be noted that changes in meridional temperature gradient effect in the water planet model occur in the absence of latent heat transport and with simple meridional diffusion of heat. More realistic atmospheric modeling could thus further enhance tropical cooling and high-latitude warming seen here, and might provide a mechanism for warming the southern hemisphere.

6. Conclusions

[48] Simulations using a GCM with idealized geography suggest that the presence of a low-latitude circumglobal passage in the Mesozoic and early Cenozoic might have promoted wind-driven upwelling of large volumes of cold deepwater in the tropics. This mode of ocean overturning would have been independent of surface meridional temperature and density gradients and would have provided a mechanism for strong export of heat from low latitudes to polar regions. Our results are in opposition to previous interpretations of east-west gateways as barriers to northward transport of ocean waters [Walker, 1982; Berggren, 1982; Bice et al., 2000].

[49] The low-latitude cooling and high-latitude warming induced by the circumglobal passage in these experiments provide a means of mitigating the classic problem of “overheated” tropics in GCM simulations of the Mesozoic and early Cenozoic. First, enhancement of high-latitude warming by gap-induced heat transport reduces the amount of CO₂ increase required to replicate high-latitude paleo-temperatures, which would reduce accompanying tropical temperature increases. Second, increases in tropical temperatures due to higher CO₂ levels would be counteracted by upwelling-induced cooling.
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